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Abstract: In this paper, we explore users’ intentions to use bike-sharing systems (BSS) compared to
traditional competitive transport modes—private car, bus and walking. Fueled by the increasingly
rampant growth of shared economy and Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
shared mobility is gaining increasing traction. The numbers of shared mobility schemes are rapidly
growing worldwide and are accompanied by changes in the traditional vehicle ownership model.
In order to pinpoint the factors that strongly affect the willingness to use BSS, a stated preference
survey among car and bus users as well as pedestrians was designed and conducted. Binary logit
models of the choice between the currently preferred transportation modes and BSSs were developed,
for short and long-duration trips, respectively. The results highlight a distinctive set of factors
and patterns affecting the willingness to adopt bike-sharing: choice is most sensitive to travel time
and cost of the competitive travel options. In general, users are more willing to make the switch
to a BSS, especially for short trip durations, when their typical mode of transport becomes more
expensive. Bike-sharing also seems to be a more attractive option for certain user socio-demographic
groups per mode and trip duration (age, education level, employment status, household income).
Trip characteristics such as trip purpose and frequency were also found to affect the willingness to
choose BSS. In general, BSS seem to mainly attract bus users and pedestrians, while car users may use
BSS more sparingly, mainly for commuting purposes.

Keywords: sharing economy; bike-sharing; stated preference; discrete choice models

1. Introduction

In the last decade, a tremendously intense transition from an “ownership” model to a “shareship”
status has occurred in all aspects of global economy. This adaptation is primarily observed in
one of the economy’s main pillars, that of transport and mobility. Cohen and Shaheen [1] defined
shared mobility as “an innovative transportation strategy that enables users to have short-term access
to a mode of transportation (vehicle, bicycle, or other low-speed travel mode) on an as-needed
basis”. In a broader context, shared mobility is an umbrella term that encompasses several service
models, including bike-sharing, car-sharing, ride-sharing (carpooling, vanpooling), ride-hailing,
scooter-sharing, shared parking, public transit services, courier network services (shared trucks,
electric vehicles, electric cargo bikes), etc. [1,2]. Shared mobility services are constantly expanding and
improving, often by integrating new innovative technologies like autonomous vehicles [3].

Within this framework, over the last two decades, the bike-sharing concept has gradually
turned into a mainstream form of urban mobility in numerous cities around the world, providing a
viable alternative mode of transport for short or medium urban distances [4,5]. To describe
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bike-sharing, several definitions have already been provided in the literature [4,6,7]. In this context,
Mátrai and Tóth [8] reviewed the already existing definitions of the bike-sharing concept, all of
which include some of its core characteristics: bike rental schemes, shared mobility, short-term
access, point-to-point urban trips. The anticipated benefits and positive effects of bike-sharing
include, traffic congestion alleviation, reduced fuel consumption, emissions reduction and air quality
improvement, road safety improvement, physical activity increase and public health improvement,
accessibility and multi-modality enhancement, reduced individual mobility costs and quality of urban
life, to name a few [9–13]. Considering its expected contribution to a set of key objectives, bike-sharing
is broadly believed to be a significant component of sustainable urban mobility [1,5,8,14]. Some studies
recognized that bike-sharing, along with an effective public transport system and a demand management
policy formulation, may be an important driver for achieving sustainability goals [3,14].

Although bike-sharing systems have existed for about sixty years, the last two decades have
witnessed a significant growth and spread of such schemes in many cities across the globe [9].
During their historical evolution, bike-sharing schemes have passed through different stages,
having undergone several changes regarding their core characteristics. The evolution of bike-sharing
systems could be categorized into four stages, also called “generations” [3,8,15]. The first generation of
bike-sharing, also known as “white bikes”, emerged in 1965 in the Netherlands. A few regular bikes
were painted white, randomly distributed across the city and provided for public use, free of charge.
In the absence of any security measure to prevent bicycles from being stolen or vandalized, the general
failure of these systems was inevitable [9,16]. The problems experienced by the first generation
bike-sharing systems, stressed the need for a more structured and secure approach, adopted by
the second generation systems. The latter, broadly known as “coin-deposit systems”, were initially
developed in Denmark in the early 1990s. Although the incorporation of specially designed bikes and
coin-deposit docking stations made second generation systems more reliable, bike theft remained a
major problem, resulting from low deposit fees and user anonymity [9,16].

The transition to the third-generation bike-sharing, is inseparably linked with the rapid
development of Information and Communication Technology—ICT. Third generation systems
became increasingly popular, incorporating advanced technologies, such as RFID (Radio-Frequency
Identification) and GPS (Global Positioning System), that enabled bicycle and user information
tracking. The utilization of such technologies not only helped systems deter bike theft, but also
made them capable of monitoring and controlling bike usage. The substantial contribution of ICT
to the evolution of the third bike-sharing generation, is reflected in the term “IT-based systems”,
which is broadly used to describe such programs. The first typical example of this type of bike-sharing
system, was developed in France [5,9,16]. The knowledge gained so far, has already set the scene
for an emerging fourth generation bike-sharing model. Such a concept was initially introduced by
Shaheen et al. [9], referring to demand-responsive, multi-modal systems with innovative characteristics:
electric bicycles, enhanced user interface, integration with public transport, bicycle redistribution
innovations, GPS tracking, smartphone applications for real-time information, etc. [4,9,17].

During recent years, a consistently increasing trend towards sustainability and reduced energy
consumption has been pursued by existing and developing urban transport policy regulations [18].
Multiple, competing or cooperating solutions have been examining regarding this problem in lieu of
car usage, that has been dominating the urban transport landscape for decades with repercussions
for environmental, social and economic sustainability. Bike sharing is considered one of the most
promising solutions to this problem.

While bike-sharing thrives around the world, its low usage gives a definitive cause for concern
and further analysis. For the development of smarter and viable bike-sharing systems, so as to be
consolidated as convincing mode choice options, it is important to recognize those factors affecting
their usage. Since future demand and long-term sustainability of such systems are in doubt [9], a better
understanding of those factors could provide valuable insights for the improvement of their efficiency
and promotion of their usage [19].
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Literature Review

Several studies have already attempted to identify the factors influencing bike-sharing usage,
mainly using revealed preference data, including system-use data and data from specifically designed
user surveys. Within this context, various factors broadly considered to affect bike-sharing usage
were examined, such as individual socio-demographic characteristics (gender, age, occupation,
education level, monthly income, household bicycle ownership, etc.), individual travel patterns
(trip mode, travel time, trip purpose, etc.), transportation infrastructure, land-use and built environment
characteristics, bike-sharing facilities, as well as environmental conditions.

Largely based on system-use data, a certain number of studies sought to recognize the effect of
individual socio-demographic characteristics and travel patterns on bike-sharing usage. Major examples
of such papers are presented next.

Shaheen et al. [20] conducted a survey in Hangzhou, China, with the overall aim of capturing the
determinants of bike-sharing usage and adoption. Having developed two different questionnaires
addressed to bike-sharing members and non-members, the authors examined the potential influence of
several factors on bike-sharing usage, which could be grouped into four main categories: travel behavior
(travel patterns), sociodemographics, psychographics (attitudes towards cycling conditions and
environmental issues), and bike-sharing perception and satisfaction degree. The results suggested that
bike-sharing members were likely to be less than 45 years old and have a moderate household income,
indicating the potential influence of these two variables on bike-sharing usage. Moreover, bike-sharing
membership was found not to be negatively affected by high car ownership rates, while bicycle
ownership was found to be positively related to greater interest in bike-sharing.

Fuller et al. [21] used data collected by a random-digit dialing telephone survey, seeking to detect
correlations between several factors and BIXI (a bike-sharing scheme in Montreal, Canada) usage.
A multi-variate logistic regression analysis was conducted, which led to the identification of significant
positive correlations between bike-sharing usage and (a) the closer proximity of home addresses to
docking stations, (b) the 18–24 age group, (c) higher levels of education (university educated), (d) the
return from work trip purpose and (e) the use of bicycle as the primary mode of transport to work.

Ogilvie and Goodman [22] used system-registration data, seeking to detect inequalities in Barclays
Cycle Hire usage, in London UK. The authors examined the relationship between bike-sharing usage
levels and various explanatory variables, including gender, income deprivation, etc. To that end, a GIS
(Geographic Information System)-based, linear regression as well as a logistic regression analysis were
performed, leading to the following outcomes: compared to the general population, system members
were more likely to be male and live in relatively wealthy areas or in areas of high cycling prevalence.
Considering the lower docking station density found in the deprived areas and the trip frequency of
users living there, the lower rates of bike-sharing adoption among these areas were attributed to the
docking station location. The demographics of system members were also found to be different to
those of the general population, in another study concerning Capital Bikeshare system in Washington,
DC, USA [23]. The report came up with significant findings, recognizing that when compared to all
commuters in the region, bike-sharing members were more likely to be noticeably younger, male, highly
educated and slightly less affluent than regional population. Furthermore, bike-sharing members were
more likely to live and work within urban areas.

Based on data coming from a pre-existing household travel survey and CaBi (Capital Bikeshare)
system-use data, Buck et al. [24] found that, in regard to demographics, socio-economics and
travel patterns, significant differences do exist not only between bike-sharing users and the general
population, but also between bike-sharing users and traditional cyclists. The analysis concluded that,
when compared to traditional cyclists, bike-sharing users were more likely to be younger and female,
belong to lower income groups, own fewer cars and bicycles and cycle for personal and work trips.
Moreover, the analysis recognized that bike-sharing users mainly shifted from public transport and
walking trips.
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Guo et al. [19] applied a bivariate ordered probit modelling approach to explore factors affecting
bike-sharing usage and satisfaction among the bike-sharing user population in Ningbo, China.
A questionnaire survey was used to collect bike-sharing usage and satisfaction data as well as other
variables that include socio-economic characteristics and travel patterns. The survey was carried
out among bike-sharing members. The statistical analysis of the results indicated that the usage of
bike-sharing was affected by gender, household bicycle/ebike ownership, trip mode, travel time,
bike-sharing stations location and users’ perception of bike-sharing. Additionally, the degree of
satisfaction with bike-sharing was affected by household income, bike-sharing station location and
users’ perception of bike-sharing.

Analyzing system-usage data collected by a survey of users, Yang et al. [25] compared the
bike-sharing systems of Beijing, Shanghai and Hangzhou in China, aiming to explore potential
differences between trip purpose frequencies. The study did not find a specific trip purpose to be
related to increased bike-sharing usage; on the contrary, significant differences in trip purpose were
identified across the three cities examined. In Beijing, nearly 45% of users reported bike-sharing
usage for journeys to work, compared to 18% for both Shanghai and Hangzhou. On the other hand,
in Shanghai, almost 50% of the respondents reported bike-sharing usage for the return from work trip,
compared to 29% for Beijing and 23% for Hangzhou. Furthermore, convenience and integration with
public transit (metro), were found to be significant factors positively related to bike-sharing usage.

Jensen et al. [26] used bike-sharing ridership data provided by the operator of Lyon’s system,
in an attempt to understand cyclists’ average speed and travel characteristics. The authors identified
that trip distances between the system’s stations appeared to be shorter compared to the distances that
a car user would need to cover in order to travel between these two points. Furthermore, bike-sharing
ridership data revealed that the average cyclists’ speed ranged between 10 km/h and 14.5 km/h,
which made bicycle travel faster than car travel in inner city areas. The study concluded that travel
time was a significant factor influencing bike-sharing usage and consequently, the desired modal shift
to bike-sharing is heavily dependent on creating conditions favourable to bike-sharing route choice.

Martin and Shaheen [27] used data from a survey conducted in collaboration with Nice Ride
Minnesota and Capital Bikeshare schemes, to explore the shift towards public transit as a consequence
of bike-sharing. Data collected were analyzed in conjunction with geospatial data and the respondents
were mapped depending on their modal shift towards or away from bus and rail. The study also analyzed
respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics related to modal shift (age, gender, household income,
education level, etc.), performing cross-tabulation and ordinal regression analysis. A number of
different factors were found to be associated with shifting towards public transit, including increased
age, being male, living in lower density areas and longer commute distances.

In their review paper, Fishman et al. [28] critically examined previous studies related to
bike-sharing, in order to identify knowledge gaps and provide an outline of the global research
on bike-sharing. Through an extended literature review, the authors recognized that convenience and
value for money were the most significant components in members’ motivation to use bike-sharing
schemes. Additionally, private bicycle ownership was identified to be positively related to bike-sharing
membership. Lastly, this paper reported that bike-sharing was far from substituting car usage
and highlighted a literature gap regarding the perceptions and attitudes of bike-share non-users
(especially car users) towards bike-sharing.

Mostly using system-use data, several studies focused on exploring the effect of transport
infrastructure, bike-sharing facilities and operations, land use characteristics and weather conditions
on bike-sharing usage.

Conducting focus groups with members and non-members and carrying out a thematic analysis for
the collected data interpretation, Fishman et al. [29] sought to identify the major barriers and facilitators
towards using CityCycle, a bike-sharing system in Brisbane, Australia. The study recognized several
factors leading to low bike-sharing usage, including the lack of accessibility/spontaneity, overnight cease
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of operations of the system, sign-up procedure complexity and safety issues that stemmed from the
perceived lack of car driver awareness towards cyclists and poor bicycle infrastructure.

Analyzing system-use data provided by the operator, Buck and Buehler [30] explored determinants
of bike-sharing usage regarding the Capital Bikeshare system in Washington, DC, USA. A GIS-based,
bivariate correlation as well as a multiple regression analysis were performed, resulting in the
identification of a significant correlation between the existence of bicycle lanes and bike-sharing usage.
In addition, research findings suggested that population density and mixed land uses were major
factors towards encouraging bike-sharing usage.

Cervero and Duncan [31] used factor analysis to take into consideration the urban design
and land-use diversity dimensions of the built environment and estimated discrete choice models
for bicycles. Data were obtained from the 2000 Bay Area Travel Survey (BATS) and contained
information regarding socio-economic characteristics of all household members, as well as their
everyday activities, including travel and out-of-home activities. Data on built-environment, density and
land-use composition were collected for the year 2000 to match up with BATS travel records. The results
from the discrete choice models indicated that weekend and shopping trips were weakly related to
bicycling. It was also found that rainfall did not dissuade people from bicycling, while nightfall was
more of a barrier. Furthermore, the likelihood of bicycling was found to be increased with the number
of bicycles in a person’s household. Finally, mixed land use and balances of residences, jobs and retail
services seemed to work in favor of bicycling.

Zhao et al. [32] indicated that bike-sharing ridership and turnover rate tended to increase with
urban population, government expenditure and the number of bike-sharing members and docking
stations. Rixey [33] also suggested that bike-sharing network-based factors, including access to a
comprehensive network of stations, bikeways and proximity to bike stations, were highly important to
bike-sharing ridership levels, with the other demographic and built environment variables controlled
for. Population and retail employment density, as well as middle income levels, were also critical
factors in assessing bike-sharing demand.

The proximity of homes to docking stations and the increase in the number of docking stations
in residential neighborhoods, appeared also to have the greatest effect on the likelihood of using a
bike-sharing system, based on the study of Bachand-Marleau et al. [34]. Similarly, Wang et al. [35]
reported that the number of trips made with bike-sharing systems was associated with the proximity
to the central business district, accessibility to trails and distance to other bike-share stations.
In line with the aforementioned findings, Faghih-Imani et al. [36] concluded that transportation
infrastructure, bike-sharing facilities and weather conditions were all significant factors affecting
bike-sharing ridership.

The literature review indicated that previous research on factors influencing bike-sharing usage
was largely based on revealed preference data, namely, system-use data. On the contrary, little research
evidence exists on the identification of the major factors affecting bike-sharing usage, by using stated
preference data.

Campbell et al. [37] employed a stated preference survey to model those factors influencing the
choice to switch from an existing transportation mode to bike-share or e-bike-share in Beijing. To that
end, a mode choice survey was conducted and the collected data were used to develop a multinomial
logit model. The study examined trip characteristics and attributes, as well as environmental and
weather conditions in order to answer questions about bike-sharing adoption in Beijing. The results
of the multinomial logit model indicated that demand was mainly influenced by measures of effort
and comfort (trip distance, temperature, precipitation, poor air quality), whereas user demographics
were not found to strongly affect the mode choice of the respondents. Research also concluded that the
bike-sharing market in Beijing would mostly attract users from other sustainable modes of transport
(walking and public transport), rather than private car.

Using data collected by a combined revealed preference and stated preference survey,
Shengchuan and Yuchuan [38] developed structural equation models to explore the major factors
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affecting mode choice and bike-sharing user satisfaction. The overall aim was to identify potential
differences of behavior between bike-sharing users and non-users. The study identified the environment
of bike-sharing stations and their proximity to home or metro stations as major factors affecting peoples’
choice to use bike-sharing schemes. On the contrary, bike-sharing usage was found not to be affected
by trip purpose, occupation, income and car ownership. Moreover, the discrete selection model
developed showed that when compared to environment and distance, cost was found to play a much
less important role in peoples’ choice.

Table 1 summarizes the findings of the literature review by grouping factors into six categories;
sociodemographic, spatial or infrastructure characteristics, BSS (Bike-Sharing System) characteristics,
user behavioral attributes, trip and mobility characteristics and weather/environment characteristics.
It also includes a short description of the methods of analysis that were used in each study and the
study area.

From the above-mentioned Table, it can be seen that a large part of the literature has exhaustively
gone over factors that affect bicycle choice and the characteristics of existing BSS users. On the other
hand, much less has been done to examine the incentives that would be necessary for users of
other modes of transport to shift to BSS; this examination poses a different question that might be
crucial towards shaping a more sustainable urban mobility future. This research gap has also been
identified by the pertinent literature. Are users who belong to certain sociodemographic groups or
have certain predispositions more prone towards using a BSS? What levels of cost and time gains
would persuade users of different modes of transport to switch to a BSS? Several of the studies have
found, or hypothesized, that users that shift towards BSS are mainly pedestrians or public transport
users and not car users. Are those values different for car or public transport users? Do they change
based on the duration of the trip? This paper aims to answer the above in the shape of three research
questions:

1. How likely are users with an existing mode choice behavior to shift to a BSS? Does this differentiate
among the users with different mode choice?

2. Does and to what extent trip duration affect the probability of choosing a BSS? Should urban
transport planning policy be reformulated/adapted to the new challenges?

3. Which individual factors affect the willingness to choose the BSS in favor of currently preferred
(and competitive) modes of transport and in what way?
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Table 1. Review of studies on factors affecting willingness to use Bike Sharing Systems.

Authors Year Study Area Sociodemographic Spatial/
Infrastructure

System
Characteristics Behavioral

Mobility
and Trip

Characteristics

Weather/
Environmental Method of Analysis

Cervero & Duncan 2003 Bay Area, USA X X X X
• Discrete choice model that used
data from the Bay Area Travel
Survey and spatial data

Jensen et al. 2010 Lyon, France X
• Analysis of BSS users’ average
speed and trip characteristics using
BSS ridership data

Shaheen et al. 2011 Hangzhou, China X X • Questionnaires that compared BSS
members to non-members

Fuller et al. 2011 Montreal, Canada X X X X
•Multi-Variate Logistic Regression
using random-digit dialing
telephone surveys

Yang et al. 2011 Beijing, Shanghai &
Hangzhou, China X X

• Comparison between different
cities using system-usage data
collected via user surveys

Ogilvie & Goodman 2012 London, UK X X • Linear and logistic regression
using system-registration data

LDA consulting 2012 Washington DC, USA X X • Comparison between BSS
members and general population

Fishman et al. 2012 Brisbane, Australia X X X X
• Thematic groups of focus groups
data with members and
non-members

Buck & Buehler 2012 Washington DC, USA X

• GIS-based, bivariate correlation
and a multiple regression analysis
using system-use data provided by
the operator

Bachand-Marleau et al. 2012 Montreal, Canada X X
• Binary logistic model and linear
regression model using data from an
online survey

Buck et al. 2013 Washington DC, USA X X

• Differences between BSS members,
general population and traditional
cyclists using pre-existing household
travel surveys and CaBi
system-use data

Fishman et al. 2013 X X X • Literature Review
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Table 1. Cont.

Authors Year Study Area Sociodemographic Spatial/
Infrastructure

System
Characteristics Behavioral

Mobility
and Trip

Characteristics

Weather/
Environmental Method of Analysis

Rixey 2013
Washington DC,

Minneapolis–St. Paul
and Denver, USA

X X X X

• Regression analysis that includes
demographic and infrastructure
characteristics and compares data
from three BSS

Shengchuan & Yuchuan 2013 Shanghai, China X X X X
• Structural equation models using
combined revealed and stated
preference data

Zhao et al. 2014 China X X • Regression and comparison of data
from 69 BSS

Faghih-Imani et al. 2014 Montreal, Canada X X X
• Linear mixed models using
minute-by-minute availability data
from BSS stations

Wang et al. 2015 Minneapolis–St. Paul,
USA X X

• Log-linear and negative binomial
regression using data from the BSS
operator and the 2010 U.S. Census,
regional planning agencies and
local government

Campbell et al. 2016 Beijing, China X X X •Multinomial choice model using
stated preference data

Guo et al. 2017 Ningbo, China X X X X
• Bivariate ordered probit model
using survey among BSS
members data
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Case Study Area

Located in Northern Greece, Thessaloniki is the second largest city of Greece and one of the major
cities in Balkans and the Mediterranean. The Metropolitan area of Thessaloniki covers a geographic
area of 1455 km2 and its population exceeds the 1,000,000 inhabitants [39,40]. The only available
mass transit option is the bus, while at the same time bicycle usage is very low (less than 5%) and the
bicycle infrastructure is limited (almost 12 km of cycleways). Over the last decades, the modal share of
private vehicles has increased from 58% to 68% (+10%), while the modal share of public transport has
decreased from 40% to 28% (−12%) [41].

The BSS in Thessaloniki began its operation in 2013. To date, it remains private and includes
200 bikes and eight stations, mainly located along the city’s waterfront. The system provides access
to its users with an electronic subscriber card and the charge for renting a bicycle includes a cost for
accessing the system and a cost for using a bicycle, depending on the usage period. The minimum
charge for renting a bicycle is 1€ (for non-registered users) and the maximum permissible duration of
each rental is 24 h. The BSS has so far recorded more than 20,000 subscribers. However, in recent years,
there has been a reduction in the number of subscribers (−5%) as well as in the average journey time of
bicycle trips (−25%) [42,43].

In 2018, a pilot run of a dockless BSS was launched in Thessaloniki. The bicycle fleet is entirely
composed of electric bikes which do not require a docking station and can be locked/unlocked using a
smartphone app [44]. The promotion of bike-sharing networks has emerged as a priority action for the
city of Thessaloniki, as emphasized in the recently published action guide of the “100 Resilient Cities”
network entitled “Resilient Thessaloniki: A strategy to 2030” [39].

2.2. Methodology

2.2.1. Data Collection

In order to collect the necessary data to quantify the identified research questions, a stated
preference survey was designed and created in the limesurvey platform [45]. The survey’s structure
is shown in Figure 1 and targeted the users of the two dominant modes of transport in Thessaloniki,
the private car and the public bus as well as the pedestrians, which account for the vast majority of
trips in the city. The design of the study focuses separately on the 3 main travel choices of the city,
since they reflect completely different mobility needs, purposes, flexibility levels, safety and security
demands, etc. Multimodal trips were not taken into consideration, since scarcely any multimodal
activity takes place in the city (the multimodal transfer rate is equal to 1.0). Users of privately owned
bikes were also not included in the survey as they account for an extremely small percentage of the trips
in the city [46]. In the first section, respondents were asked about their personal sociodemographic
characteristics and whether they own a private bicycle or not. In the second, they were asked about the
trip characteristics of their most recent frequently repeated trip, including their estimated or perceived
total duration, In Vehicle Time (IVT), Out of Vehicle Time (OVT) and cost. As those terms might have
been confusing for many of the respondents, the terms were explained to them in detail in the relevant
questions’ descriptions. Afterwards, they are provided with a thorough but concise description of the
dockless BSS. Finally, they were presented with a stated preference game, in the form of conjoint tasks
and were asked to choose between the BSS and their revealed, currently primary mode of transport
(car, public bus or walking) for their most recent frequently repeated trip.
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Figure 1. Survey Structure.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the survey’s stated preference game was adaptively designed and
incorporated different scenarios based on the respondent’s answers in the second section of the survey.
Depending on their preferred mode of transport and their total trip duration, the stated preference
games that were displayed to the respondents were calculated dynamically. Differences between
expected OVT, IVT and cost values for the three dominant city transport modes and the BSS alternative
were estimated for three trip durations (short, medium and long), by taking into consideration typical
elements of a generalized trip cost such as average private car speed in the city, fuel consumption of
the average car in the city fleet, average fuel cost, parking fees, maintenance fees and depreciation rates
of private cars, average commercial speed of the city buses, average bus stop waiting time, bus fare,
average walking speed and average cycling speed. The estimation of those elements, for the specific
case of Thessaloniki, was made possible by previously performed traffic analyses, case studies and
a macroscopic traffic demand model of the city [46]. Based on those estimations, the factor levels of
the BSS trip characteristics were calculated. The BSS IVT and OVT were calculated as percentages of
the revealed IVT and OVT for the respondents’ transport mode of preference, while the flat charging
rates were used for the BSS cost. The full combination of 3 factors with 3 levels each would be
33 = 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 different choice combinations. In order to reduce the amount of presented choice
scenarios, a fractional factorial design with orthogonality and dominance criteria was applied and
resulted in 9 games (choice sets). The factor levels used in the stated preference game are shown in
Table 2. The respondents were asked to choose between repeating the same trip with their current mode
of preference (with the IVT, OVT and Cost they had already revealed) or the alternative option of the
dockless BSS choice (with IVT, OVT and cost that change with each game). The differing factor levels of
the BSS IVT and OVT, as well as the different pricing of the BSS, based on duration, were mainly used
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to adjust BSS characteristics and have a much smaller effect on the outcome than different available
choices based on previous answers would have. An example of the stated preference game questions
can be seen in Figure 2 (The choice the respondents were put up to in the stated preference game,
referred to their most recent frequently repeated trip, for which the respondents have already chosen
their currently primarily selected mode of transport. So, it is a choice between an option they have
already made and a not-yet-implemented mode of transport that would have been soon added to the
city’s mobility ecosystem. Only the BSS characteristics changed between the different scenarios of
the games). The same type of illustration was chosen for competitive modes, in order to avoid bias.
The respondents could see values of the mode characteristics, in terms of time and cost.

Table 2. Factor Levels of the Stated Preference Game.

Car Bus Walk

≤15
min

15–25
min

25<
min

≤25
min

25–35
min

35<
min

≤10
min

10–20
min

20<
min

IVT (% of
revealed In

Vehicle Time)

Level 1 70 100 110 90 80 70 80 80 70
Level 2 50 80 90 80 70 50 70 70 60
Level 3 30 60 70 70 60 40 60 60 50

OVT (% of
revealed Out of
Vehicle Time)

Level 1 100 100 100 80 80 80 N/A N/A N/A
Level 2 80 80 80 60 60 60 N/A N/A N/A
Level 3 60 60 60 40 40 40 N/A N/A N/A

Cost (€)
Level 1 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 2 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Level 2 1 1,5 2 1 1,5 2 1 1 1
Level 3 0.5 1 1.5 0.5 1 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
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Figure 2. Example of the stated preference games questions as they were presented to the respondents.

Due to the demanding nature of the survey—as it included both terms that many respondents
might have been unfamiliar with and a stated preference game—it was decided that data collection
should take place on field. Passers-by were randomly approached by interviewers at the city’s main
intersections and poles of attraction. The interviewers were carefully trained and were equipped with
tablets that loaded the online survey. After the interviews, answers were immediately submitted
and stored. In order to avoid early morning peak hour, when the vast majority of the respondents
would be too busy on their way to and from work, the interviews took place from 10:00 to 20:00.
The interviews took place from April to May 2019 and 500 questionnaires were considered as valid for
further analysis. Table 3 shows a comparison between sociodemographic characteristics of the collected
sample (gender and age group) and the population of the Thessaloniki regional unit. The ages of the
respondents are shifted towards the younger age groups as older age groups were more unwilling to
answer the survey.
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Table 3. Sociodemographic sample and population comparison.

Variable Factor Levels Sample Count Sample Percentage Population Percentage

Gender Male 245 49% 47.8%
Female 255 51% 52.2%

Age Group 18–24 139 28% 10.9%
25–34 154 31% 17.8%
35–44 88 18% 18.8%
45–54 66 13% 17.1%
55–64 36 7% 13.8%
>64 17 3% 21.7%

2.2.2. Data Manipulation Based on Trip Duration

For the purposes of this paper the “short” and “medium” trip durations, as they can be seen
in Table 2, were unified into one category. This was done in order to achieve a more concise and
immediate interpretation of the results and because the “short” and “medium” trip duration categories
were found to have more coherent mode choice behaviors, compared to the “long” trip category.
The thresholds for the short and long trip durations for each mode of transport were decided based on
data from a revealed preference survey from the city of Thessaloniki [46]. A duration threshold that
split the number of trips with a 2:1 short to long duration ratio was chosen for each mode of transport.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of trips by trip duration, while Table 4 shows the relevant ratios.
A slightly larger ratio was eventually chosen for the pedestrian trips due to the higher concentration of
trips in shorter durations.
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Table 4. Ratio of short duration to long duration trips.

Car Trips
(25 min Threshold)

Bus Trips
(35 min Threshold)

Pedestrian Trips
(20 min Threshold)

Short to Long Duration Ratio 1.84 1.94 2.59

2.2.3. Sample Sizes and Analysis Tools

Out of the 500 responses, 4500 observations/choices were derived and 4167 were eligible to be
included in the choice models, as they were the only ones that made a definitive choice of either the
BSS or the previously preferred transport mode. Observations that either answered “I don’t know” or
“probably” for either one of the choices were not used (representing less than 8% of the total responses).
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Table 5 shows the respondents and the observations that were included in each mode- and
duration-based sub-sample. Each sub-sample’s size, as can be seen in the table, was considered
adequate for model fitting.

Table 5. Sub-sample sizes.

Sub-Sample Respondents Observations/Choices

Car User Short Duration 113 923
Car User Long Duration 101 853
Bus User Short Duration 71 586
Bus User Long Duration 70 574

Pedestrians Short Duration 91 774
Pedestrians Long Duration 54 457

Binomial choice modeling techniques and, more specifically, a binary logit model [47], were utilized
to explore the data. The binary nature of the choice has already mentioned in this section;
since responders were asked to choose between their current mode of transport (without any
alterations at the trip characteristics) and a BSS alternative, there is no possibility to have shift
choices among the available/current modes of transport in the city. The analysis was performed with
the use of the R programming language [48]. The data handling, manipulation and the subsequent
analysis were performed with the following R packages: Dplyr [49], Plyr [50], Stringr [51], Pscl [52],
generalhoslem [53], ROCR [54], epiR [55] and ResourceSelection [56].

3. Results

This section presents the results of the binary logit choice models that have been developed
within the framework of the study for each for the three discrete population segments: car users,
bus users and pedestrians. Additionally, the above three population segments were further divided
into short and long segments based on the trip’s travel time, as stated by the respondents. So, overall,
six discrete datasets were examined and a separate binary logit model was developed for each one.
Three types of factors were examined; mode specific (cost, time), trip characteristics and socioeconomic.
In Tables 6–8, the six binary logit choice models are presented, for car users, bus users and pedestrians,
respectively. The statistically significant variables in the Tables (those with p-value less than 0.05)
are highlighted with bold font. For nominal and ordinal factors, the reference category was set as
follows: For Sex, the reference was set as the “Male” category; for Age, the reference category was the
interval “18–24 years old”; for Trip Frequency, the reference category was the “Daily” trips; for Trip
Purpose, the reference category was the “Work” purpose; and for Household Income, the reference was
the interval “0–400 euros”. Finally, two dummy variables were also considered; the first to examine
the preferences of higher educated responders (Bsc, Msc and Phd awarded) against those who had
primary and secondary education. The second one to examine differences between those who may
be considered as having a stable daily trip schedule (university student, employee, business owner)
against those who may not (freelancers, pensioner, unemployed, etc.).
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Table 6. Binary Logit Model of Mode Choice between private car and BSS for short and long trip durations for car users.

Short Trips (≤25 min) Long Trips (>25 min)

Estimate Std. Error z Value Pr(>|z|) OR Estimate Std. Error z Value Pr(>|z|) OR

(Intercept) −0.903 0.604 −1.497 0.134 0.405 6.536 1.082 6.043 <0.001 689.300
IVT.BSS (min) −0.258 0.031 −8.402 <0.001 0.772 −0.080 0.018 −4.447 <0.001 0.923
OVT.BSS (min) −0.099 0.130 −0.759 0.448 0.906 0.065 0.027 2.457 0.014 1.068

Cost.BSS (€) −1.463 0.196 −7.457 <0.001 0.232 −0.854 0.259 −3.303 0.001 0.426
IVT.Car (min) 0.173 0.028 6.289 <0.001 1.189 0.045 0.016 2.787 0.005 1.046
OVT.Car (min) 0.118 0.105 1.127 0.260 1.126 −0.041 0.021 −1.989 0.047 0.960

Cost.Car (€) 0.221 0.064 3.444 0.001 1.247 0.065 0.020 3.246 0.001 1.067

Frequency
2–3 Times a Day 0.413 0.308 1.341 0.180 1.512 −1.134 0.385 −2.946 0.003 0.322

3–5 Times a Week −0.470 0.223 −2.105 0.035 0.625 −0.132 0.280 −0.473 0.636 0.876
3–5 Times a Month 0.702 0.290 2.424 0.015 2.018 −0.556 0.354 −1.569 0.117 0.574

Purpose
Other Reasons −0.074 0.481 −0.153 0.878 0.929 −2.539 0.831 −3.055 0.002 0.079

Education −0.197 0.328 −0.599 0.549 0.821 −18.665 905.897 −0.021 0.984 0.000
Entertainment −0.861 0.288 −2.986 0.003 0.423 −2.304 0.482 −4.777 <0.001 0.100

Sex −0.436 0.187 −2.330 0.020 0.646 −0.467 0.233 −2.009 0.045 0.627

Age Group

25–34 0.139 0.258 0.537 0.591 1.149 −3.183 0.507 −6.278 <0.001 0.041
35–44 −0.056 0.284 −0.197 0.843 0.945 −2.942 0.521 −5.643 <0.001 0.053
45–54 0.359 0.293 1.227 0.220 1.432 −2.444 0.517 −4.724 <0.001 0.087
55–64 −0.458 0.455 −1.006 0.315 0.633 −5.510 1.142 −4.823 <0.001 0.004
>64 −15.027 458.368 −0.033 0.974 0.000 −18.076 601.093 −0.030 0.976 0.000

Higher Education 1.043 0.468 2.226 0.026 2.837 −1.964 0.648 −3.030 0.002 0.140
Stable Schedule 0.520 0.214 2.435 0.015 1.682 −0.818 0.245 −3.332 0.001 0.441

Goodness of Fit Metrics

Null deviance: 1209.31 on 922 degrees of freedom;
Residual deviance: 927.22 on 902 degrees of freedom;
AIC: 969,22; Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 14;

McFadden R2: 0.230;
Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit (GOF) test;

X-squared = 7.063, df = 8, p-value = 0.530

Null deviance: 793.36 on 852 degrees of freedom;
Residual deviance: 587.51 on 832 degrees of freedom;
AIC: 629.51; Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 16;

McFadden R2: 0.259;
Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit (GOF) test;

X-squared = 9.134, df = 8, p-value = 0.331
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Table 7. Binary Logit Model of Mode Choice between bus and BSS for short and long trip durations for bus users.

Short Trip (≤35 min) Long Trip (>35 min)

Estimate Std. Error z Value Pr(>|z|) OR Estimate Std. Error z Value Pr(>|z|) OR

(Intercept) 0.991 0.851 1.165 0.244 2.695 4.587 1.381 3.323 0.001 98.216
IVT.BSS (min) −0.325 0.067 −4.840 <0.001 0.722 −0.099 0.023 −4.321 <0.001 0.906
OVT.BSS (min) −0.208 0.054 −3.841 <0.001 0.812 −0.043 0.026 −1.672 0.094 0.958

Cost.BSS (€) −3.045 0.304 −10.021 <0.001 0.048 −2.122 0.303 −7.006 <0.001 0.120
IVT.Bus (min) 0.213 0.047 4.479 <0.001 1.237 0.036 0.016 2.277 0.023 1.036
Cost.Bus (€) 1.409 0.426 3.304 0.001 4.091 0.240 0.070 3.418 0.001 1.271

Frequency
2–3 Times a Day −0.505 0.387 −1.304 0.192 0.604 0.412 0.417 0.988 0.323 1.510

3–5 Times a Week −1.703 0.446 −3.817 <0.001 0.182 −0.754 0.365 −2.064 0.039 0.470
3–5 Times a Month −1.622 0.532 −3.049 0.002 0.198 −0.110 0.434 −0.253 0.800 0.896

Purpose
Other Reasons 0.286 0.506 0.566 0.572 1.331 0.500 0.809 0.618 0.537 1.649

Education 0.291 0.372 0.782 0.434 1.338 0.387 0.377 1.026 0.305 1.473
Entertainment 1.008 0.459 2.197 0.028 2.740 −0.765 0.453 −1.688 0.091 0.465

Sex 0.973 0.312 3.117 0.002 2.647 −0.148 0.284 −0.520 0.603 0.863

Age Group

25–34 −0.598 0.325 −1.841 0.066 0.550 0.369 0.325 1.136 0.256 1.446
35–44 −0.394 0.465 −0.849 0.396 0.674 0.375 0.466 0.805 0.421 1.455
45–54 −1.235 0.626 −1.973 0.048 0.291 −14.892 737.153 −0.020 0.984 0.000
55–64 −0.246 0.615 −0.400 0.689 0.782 −2.764 0.759 −3.640 <0.001 0.063
>64 −15.625 793.954 −0.020 0.984 0.000 - - - - -

Higher Education 2.586 0.500 5.167 <0.001 13.279 2.248 0.810 2.773 0.006 9.466
Stable Schedule −0.423 0.304 −1.389 0.165 0.655 −2.261 0.370 −6.108 <0.001 0.104

Household
Income

401–800 € 0.661 0.414 1.597 0.110 1.936 −0.898 0.439 −2.048 0.041 0.407
801–1200 € 0.439 0.461 0.954 0.340 1.552 −0.651 0.462 −1.409 0.159 0.521

1201–1600 € 0.899 0.466 1.930 0.054 2.457 −1.808 0.516 −3.506 <0.001 0.164
1601–2000 € 1.425 0.582 2.447 0.014 4.160 1.398 0.778 1.797 0.072 4.046
2001–2400 € 0.812 0.601 1.350 0.177 2.251 −2.089 0.695 −3.006 0.003 0.124

More than 2400 € 0.838 0.845 0.992 0.321 2.312 −1.016 0.537 −1.890 0.059 0.362

Goodness of Fit Metrics

Null deviance: 794.52 on 585 degrees of freedom;
Residual deviance: 509.28 on 560 degrees of freedom;
AIC: 561.28; Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 15;

McFadden R2: 0.359;
Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit (GOF) test;

X-squared = 4.900, df = 8, p-value = 0.768

Null deviance: 657.37 on 573 degrees of freedom;
Residual deviance: 494.46 on 549 degrees of freedom;
AIC: 544.46; Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 15;

McFadden R2: 0.248;
Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit (GOF) test;

X-squared = 16.693, df = 8, p-value = 0.033

Denotes that no responders were allocated at that segment.
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Table 8. Binary Logit Model of Mode Choice between walking and BSS for short and long trip durations for pedestrians.

Short Trip (≤20 min) Long Trip (>20 min)

Estimate Std. Error z Value Pr(>|z|) OR Estimate Std. Error z Value Pr(>|z|) OR

(Intercept) −2.227 0.902 −2.469 0.014 0.108 6.678 1.589 4.201 <0.001 794.572
T.BSS (min) −0.404 0.086 −4.699 <0.001 0.668 −0.178 0.053 −3.328 0.001 0.837

T.Walk (min) 0.517 0.069 7.507 <0.001 1.678 0.051 0.037 1.401 0.161 1.053
Cost.BSS (€) −3.138 0.342 −9.181 <0.001 0.043 −4.206 0.491 −8.560 <0.001 0.015

Frequency
2–3 Times a Day 0.433 0.367 1.178 0.239 1.541 0.976 0.894 1.092 0.275 2.654

3–5 Times a Week 0.278 0.376 0.738 0.460 1.320 2.048 0.620 3.303 0.001 7.752
3–5 Times a Month −0.384 0.440 −0.873 0.383 0.681 2.017 0.930 2.170 0.030 7.514

Purpose
Other Reasons 1.903 0.447 4.254 <0.001 6.708 −0.005 1.149 −0.004 0.997 0.995

Education 1.464 0.446 3.284 0.001 4.322 1.754 0.819 2.142 0.032 5.778
Entertainment 0.631 0.379 1.665 0.096 1.879 −1.612 0.774 −2.082 0.037 0.200

Sex −0.074 0.262 −0.281 0.779 0.929 1.585 0.503 3.154 0.002 4.880

Age Group

25–34 0.874 0.364 2.402 0.016 2.397 0.196 0.672 0.292 0.771 1.216
35–44 1.356 0.452 3.003 0.003 3.881 −0.552 0.911 −0.606 0.545 0.576
45–54 −1.240 0.538 −2.304 0.021 0.289 2.252 1.394 1.616 0.106 9.508
55–64 −1.743 0.686 −2.539 0.011 0.175 −3.790 1.232 −3.076 0.002 0.023
>64 −1.377 0.728 −1.892 0.058 0.252 0.408 0.907 0.449 0.653 1.503

Higher Education −0.770 0.371 −2.075 0.038 0.463 0.842 0.521 1.617 0.106 2.321
Stable Schedule −0.860 0.375 −2.296 0.022 0.423 −3.217 0.587 −5.476 <0.001 0.040

Household
Income

401–800 € −0.177 0.425 −0.416 0.677 0.838 −2.847 0.837 −3.400 0.001 0.058
801–1200 € −0.105 0.421 −0.250 0.803 0.900 −2.842 0.797 −3.564 <0.001 0.058
1201–1600 € 0.253 0.455 0.555 0.579 1.287 −3.267 0.993 −3.289 0.001 0.038
1601–2000 € −0.473 0.534 −0.887 0.375 0.623 −2.843 0.899 −3.164 0.002 0.058
2001–2400 € −0.143 0.614 −0.233 0.816 0.867 −0.584 1.105 −0.528 0.597 0.558

More than 2400 € 1.943 0.648 2.999 0.003 6.978 −6.939 1.534 −4.522 <0.001 0.001

Goodness of Fit Metrics

Null deviance: 758.27 on 773 degrees of freedom;
Residual deviance: 495.71 on 750 degrees of freedom;
AIC: 543.71; Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6;

McFadden R2: 0.346;
Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit (GOF) test;

X-squared = 5.215, df = 8, p-value = 0.734

Null deviance: 530.31 on 456 degrees of freedom;
Residual deviance: 276.40 on 433 degrees of freedom;

AIC: 324.4; Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 7; McFadden R2: 0.479;
Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit (GOF) test;

X-squared = 6.209, df = 8, p-value = 0.624
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3.1. Car Users Datasets

All the mode-specific variables were found to be statistically significant for the long-duration
model, while only OVT of the car and BSS trips were not found to be statistically significant for the
short-duration model. Increased BSS cost harshly reduces the probability of preferring the BSS for both
trip durations (0.2 and 0.4 of the odds of preferring a car per increased Euro of BSS cost, respectively).
Increased car cost makes it more likely to prefer the BSS, which is more profound for the short-duration
model (1.19 and 1.07 of the odds of preferring the car per increased Euro of car cost, respectively).
Increased IVTs of the BSS decrease the probability of preferring the BSS (0.77 and 0.92 of the odds of
preferring a car per increased minute of BSS IVT for the short and long duration model, respectively).
Increased IVT of the car increases the probability of preferring the BSS (1.19 and 1.05 of the odds of
preferring a car per increased minute of car IVT for the short and long duration model, respectively).
On the other hand, increased OVT of the BSS slightly seems to increase the probability of preferring
the BSS for the long duration model (1.068 of the odds of preferring the car per increased minute of
BSS OVT) and increased OVT of the car seems to decrease the probability of preferring the BSS for the
long duration model (0.96 of the odds of preferring a car per increased minute of car OVT).

Regarding trip characteristic variables, both trip frequency and trip purpose were found to be
statistically significant for both trip durations. For short-duration trips, car users that repeat the trip
3–5 times a week were less likely to prefer the BSS compared to users that repeat the trip daily. On the
other hand, users that repeat the trip less frequently (3–5 times a month) are more likely to prefer the
BSS for that trip duration. For long-duration trips, car users that repeat the trip multiple time a day
are less likely to prefer the BSS compared to users that repeat the trip daily. For both trip durations,
car users are less likely to choose the BSS for trips with entertainment as the trip purpose, compared to
commuters. For long-duration trips, trips with “other reasons” as a purpose are also less likely to be
done with the BSS rather than the car.

Out of the variables describing the socioeconomic characteristics of the car users, the variables for
sex, education level and occupation were statistically significant for both the short and long-duration
model, while the users’ age group was statistically significant for the long-duration model. Female users
are less likely to prefer the BSS for both trip durations. Having a higher level of education and a stable
form of occupation was found to increase the probability of choosing the BSS for short-duration trips
but decrease it for long-duration ones. For long-duration trips, all age groups were much less likely to
prefer the BSS compared to the reference age group “18–24” (odds ratios ranging from 0.004 to 0.087).

3.2. Bus Users Datasets

IVTs and cost of the BSS and the bus were found to be statistically significant for both trip durations,
while only the OVT of the BSS was found to be statistically significant for short-duration trips. Increased
BSS cost intensely reduces the probability of preferring the BSS for both trip durations (0.05 and
0.12 of the odds of preferring the bus per increased Euro of BSS cost, respectively). Increased bus
cost increases the probability of preferring the BSS for both durations, but to a greater degree for
short-duration trips (4.09 and 1.27 of the odds of preferring the bus per increased Euro of bus cost,
respectively). Increased IVT of the BSS acts as a deterrent towards bus users preferring it, both for
short and long duration trips (0.72 and 0.91 of the odds of preferring the bus per increased minute of
BSS IVT, respectively). Increased OVT of the BSS seems to reduce the probability of preferring the
BSS for short duration trips (0.81 of the odds of preferring the bus per increased minute of BSS OVT).
Increased IVT of the bus increases the probability of the BSS being preferred for both trip durations but
more intensely for short duration trips (1.24 and 1.04 of the odds of preferring the bus per increased
minute of bus IVT, respectively).

Trip frequency was included in both trip-duration models, while trip purpose was found to be
statistically significant only for short-duration trips. Bus users that repeat the trip 3–5 times a week are
less likely to prefer the BSS for both short and long-duration trips, compared to users that repeat the
trip daily. Bus users that repeat the trip 3–5 times a month were found to be less likely to prefer the
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BSS just for the short-duration model. Bus users are more likely to prefer the BSS for short-duration
trips and for trips with entertainment as the purpose.

Regarding the variables describing the socioeconomic characteristics of the bus users, the variables
for the users’ age group, education level and household income were found to be statistically significant
for both the short and long-duration models, while the variables of the users’ sex and occupation
schedule stability were only statistically significant for the short and long-duration models, respectively.
Female bus users have a higher probability of preferring the BSS for short-duration trips. For both trip
lengths, certain older age groups of users are less likely to choose the BSS compared to the reference age
group “18–24”. More specifically, for short duration trips, the age group “45–54” has 0.29 of the odds
of the reference age group “18–24” regarding preferring the BSS. For long duration models, the age
group “55–64” has 0.06 of the odds of the age group “18–24” regarding preferring the bus. Having a
higher education level makes it more likely to prefer the BSS. Having an occupation with a stable
schedule seems to decrease the probability of preferring the BSS for long-duration trips. Users with a
higher household income seem more likely to prefer the BSS for short-duration tips and less likely for
long-duration trips. For the short duration trips, the household income groups “1201–1600 €” and
“1601–2000 €” have 2.46 and 4.16 of the odds of the group “0–400 €”, respectively, regarding preferring
the BSS. For longer duration trips, the household income groups “401–800 €” and “1201–1600 €” have
0.41 and 0.16 of the odds of the group “0–400 €”, respectively, regarding preferring the BSS.

3.3. Pedestrian Datasets

Regarding mode-specific variables, the cost and the duration of the BSS trip were found to be
statistically important for both the short and long-duration models, while the duration of the trip by
foot was only found to be statistically significant for the short-duration model. Increased BSS cost
harshly reduces the probability of pedestrians preferring the BSS both for short and long duration
trips (0.04 and 0.015 of the odds of preferring to walk per increased Euro of BSS cost, respectively).
The increased duration of the BSS trip reduces the probability of being preferred, especially for the
short-duration model (0.67 and 0.84 of the odds of preferring to walk per increased minute of BSS time
for short and long duration trips, respectively). Increased duration of the trip by foot increased the
probability of the BSS being chosen for the short-duration model (1.68 of the odds of preferring to walk
per increased minute of walking time).

Trip frequency was only found to be statistically significant for long-duration trips, while trip
purpose was found to be statistically significant for both short and long trip duration models.
Pedestrians that repeat the trip less frequently (3–5 times a week or 3–5 times a month) are much
more likely to prefer the BSS for long-distance trips compared to pedestrians that repeat the trip
daily. Pedestrians with education as a trip purpose are more likely to prefer the BSS compared to
pedestrians with work as a trip purpose for both trip durations, something that is also observed for
pedestrians with “other reasons” as a trip purpose for short-duration trips. For long-duration trips,
pedestrians with entertainment as a trip purpose are less like to prefer the BSS.

Regarding the variables describing the socioeconomic characteristics of the pedestrians,
the variables for the pedestrians’ age group, occupation schedule stability and household income
were statistically significant for both trip length models, while the variables for the users’ level of
education and sex were only found to be statistically significant for the short- and long-duration
models, respectively. For the short-duration model, pedestrians within the age group of 25–44 have
increased probability of preferring the BSS compared to the reference age group of “18–24” (2.4 and
3.89 of the odds of preferring to walk for the age groups “25–34” and “35–44”, respectively, compared
to the age group “18–24”), while pedestrians in the age group “45–64” have decreased probability in
comparison (0.29 and 0.18 of the odds of preferring to walk for the age groups “45–54” and “55–64”,
respectively, compared to the age group “18–24”). For long duration trips, only the age group “55–64”
has decreased probability of preferring the BSS compared to the age group “18–24” (0.023 of the odds
of preferring to walk). For short duration trips, household incomes of more than 2400 € appear to
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have increased probabilities of choosing the BSS compared to the reference household income group
“0–400 €” (6.98 of the odds of preferring to walk). For longer duration trips, all household income
categories except the “2001–2400 €” have increased probabilities of preferring the BSS compared to
the reference group (0.001 to 0.058 of the odds of preferring to walk). Female pedestrians are more
likely to prefer the BSS for long-duration trips, while the pedestrian’s gender did not seem to affect
short-duration trips. Having a stable occupation schedule decreases the chance of preferring the BSS
for both trip durations but more intensely so for long-duration trips. In addition, pedestrians with a
higher education were less likely to prefer the BSS for short-duration trips but education was found to
have no statistically significant effect for long-duration trips.

The variables found to affect the probability of preferring the BSS over each competitive
transportation mode, for short and long duration trips, respectively, is visualized in the Venn diagrams
of Figures 4 and 5.
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3.4. Models’ Goodness of Fit Tests

The statistical tests undertaken show a good fit of the proposed models. The Hosmer and
Lemeshow Goodness of Fit test failed for the long-distance bus users model but literature has shown
that the test’s results can be inaccurate for data sets with a number of covariate patterns less than the
number of subjects, as is the case for the data of the long-duration model [57].

Figure 6 shows the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves that have been plotted for
all six models and consist of the true positive rate plotted against the false positive rate. The closer
the plotted curves are to the left and top borders of the plot and the bigger the Area Under the Curve
(AUC) is, the better the predictive capabilities of the model. The models’ AUCs are displayed in Table 9
and show that all of the models are very predictively efficient.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 2 of 26 
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Table 9. Model Area Under the Curve (AUC) values.

Model AUC

Short-Duration Car 80.7%
Long- Duration Car 82.4%
Short- Duration Bus 87.5%
Long- Duration Bus 82%

Short- Duration Pedestrian 87.9%
Long- Duration Pedestrian 92.3%

4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1. Main Findings

This paper attempts to identify the crucial factors that contribute towards BSS choice, by setting
trip duration as a vital stratification parameter for analysis. Through that, various outcomes have been
derived that demonstrate BSSs’ potential to substantially become a part of the larger urban ecosystem
and replace or supplement traditionally dominant transport modes, both for shorter and longer trips.

The cost of the BSS was found to be statistically significant across all six datasets. While increased
BSS cost radically decreases the probability of choosing the BSS across all three modes of transport,
the decrease is much more intense for the pedestrian models and the short-duration bus users model,
while it is less for the long-duration car users model. For car users, car cost was included in both
short and long duration models but was more of a deterrent in the short-duration model. The same
can be observed for the bus users’ models but its effect on the short-duration model is larger in
magnitude. An increase in bus cost heavily increases the probability of choosing the BSS for short trips.
While increased car cost for short trips also increases the probability of choosing the BSS, the increase
is much more moderate compared to the bus, showing that car users are more hesitant to make the
switch to the BSS due to increased costs compared to bus users and it also indicates that users are more
willing to make the switch to an alternative mode of transport for short-duration trips when their
typical mode of transport becomes more expensive.

IVT or total time of the BSS trips are included in all models and its increase is a meaningful
deterrent to choose the BSS, especially for short-duration trips. At the same time, increased IVT and
OVT of car and bus, respectively, increases the probability of choosing the BSS to a smaller degree,
more prominently for short duration trips.

Regarding socioeconomic characteristics, older users seem to be more reluctant towards choosing
the BSS across modes, while higher household income does not seem to affect different groups of
users in the same way. Women car users are less likely to make the switch to the BSS compared to
women that use the bus or travel on foot. Having an occupation with a stable schedule increases the
probability of preferring the BSS only for short-duration car trips and decreases the probability for
all other modes and durations except for short-duration trips by foot, where it was not found to be
statistically significant. Bus users and pedestrians, with higher household income, are both more
likely to prefer the BSS for short-duration trips and less likely to prefer it for long duration trips,
possibly showing that, despite income, the BSS is a more attractive alternative for shorter trips.

Car users are more willing to switch to bike-sharing for commuting, while pedestrians are more
willing choose it for entertainment, especially for short-duration trips. Pedestrians are very likely to
choose the BSS for trips with education as a purpose.

If bike-sharing is to play an increasingly enhanced role towards a more sustainable urban
transportation landscape, it is essential to understand what makes choosing it an attractive alternative.
Different and discrete groups of users need to be identified and their separate needs and views of the
mode evaluated and taken into consideration. The current paper manages to offer a deeper look into
the profile of potential BSS users and the mechanisms behind their decision-making. The potential BSS
user is more likely to choose the BSS for short duration trips but is very conscious of the BSS’s cost,
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especially when walking is a zero-cost alternative. Given enough incentives, including competitive
cost and improved level of service—something that requires investments in dedicated bicycle lane
infrastructure—they would be more willing to make the switch, and substitute their current mode
of preference for a wide range of trip purposes, including both commuting and less frequently
repetitive trips.

BSSs’ contribution to increased sustainability or urban mobility is two-fold; it is an active mode of
transport, and it is a shared one. The external benefits of bicycle use have been consistently found to
be heavily increased compared to the private car and they extend to health benefits, noise reduction,
increased safety and environmental pollutants [58]. This difference becomes even more prominent
by taking into consideration the heavy usage of cars for short trips in the urban environment.
More specifically, a recent traffic study of Thessaloniki showed that approximately 45% of all trips
done by car were shorter than 2.5 km [46]. This is an even more pronounced concentration of car
trips on the shorter end of the distance spectrum than has been observed elsewhere [59]. Following a
quantified approach that highlights the necessary incentives that would convince short trip car users
to switch to a more sustainable alternative, provides the necessary insights towards formulating
appropriate tools and mechanisms that would convert a good amount of those car trips to bicycle
trips. These outcomes can be very productively utilized by policy makers and transportation planners
towards formulating new regulations and incentives and setting up an integrated transport and mobility
plan. Pricing BSS competitively and providing the necessary infrastructure makes them a time-saving
option especially in the most time-sensitive short trips in the dense urban center, will increase usage
and make them an even more approachable mobility option, through economies of scale. Municipality
or corporation-supported actions that support or even partially fund regular use for commuting for
their workers will promote frequent trips during peak-hours, when the increased congestion will make
them even more competitive compared to heavily mechanized traffic.

Without a clear and concise image of the way potential users view bike-sharing—which factors affect
their willingness to regularly use it and which make it a more daunting alternative—effectively planning
for a future that promotes it and strives for its optimal utilization becomes challenging and uncertain.
This challenge is getting even greater where a number of new players (e.g., bikes, scooters, etc.)
are directly competing with each other without strict and structured regulations.

4.2. Limitations of the Study and Future Research Directions

This study is prone to limitations, such as the longitudinal limited area of the study and the focus
on trip and sociodemographic characteristics. This does not take into consideration the behavioral
predispositions that make BSS various levels of appealing or even a non-option, all other things
considered equal, or practical challenges, such as unpredictable weather conditions and the want or
need (depending on trip purpose and health) to abstain from physical exercise. In addition, the collected
sample is shifted towards younger age groups compared to the city’s population, due to the relative
unwillingness of older age groups to take part in the survey. The difference is more pronounced in the
“55–64” and especially in the “>64” age groups, also because Greece is a country with a high average
population age. The representativeness of the age group “35–44” is satisfactory as the percentage
of the sample is close to that of the population. The younger age groups “18–24” and “25–34” are
overrepresented in the sample, possibly because it was easier for younger respondents to take part
in the online survey. The stated survey data collection that was used is less reliable than revealed
preference alternatives, due to the hypothetical nature of the games in it. The data was collected by
trained interviewers and while that method of collection offers some benefits, like better guidance of
the respondents through the questions, it is also accompanied by threats, such as social desirability
bias that could methodically affect the results, if the respondents felt they were put in a position where
they were positively predisposed towards one choice. Furthermore, only the observations that made a
non-neutral (“Definitely the Private Car” and “Definitely the BSS”) choice were utilized in the current
study. While the observations with a neutral choice (“Probably the Private Car”, “I Don’t Know”,
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“Probably the BSS”) were a low percentage of the overall sample (less than 8%), it is a limitation of the
current study that they were not included. Lastly, some endogeneity bias might have been introduced
in the model due to the adaptive nature of the survey and merged the short and medium trip durations
into one [60].

It would be beneficial for future research to focus, in greater detail, on the disincentives and
deterrents or practical challenges that would make BSS services less appealing for car users, especially for
short urban trips. That would allow for potential hurdles on the way to be removed and even alternative
business and operating plans to be developed, which are more closely fitted to the users’ needs.
Towards that, a multinomial model could be utilized, which makes full use of the possible choices
available to the respondents. Moreover, as the city’s mobility ecosystem becomes richer, the interactions
between currently dominant modes of transport and the BSS with new modes, like shared ridehailing
or shared e-scooters, is very promising.
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